Anna Lindh Foundation
A NETWORK OF NETWORKS

Anna Lindh Foundation:

A Network of Networks

A Network of Networks
Diverse civil society organisations

in
the Euro Mediterranean space as an area of cooperation,
exchange,
mobility,
mutual
understanding and peace.

It has been established by 35 governments
in 2005 in Alexandria

Works today with 43

National Networks

Role of the National Networks
The Foundation shall function as a network of networks

A Network of Networks

(Statutes Article XIII)

• network of civil society organisations working on
intercultural dialogue
• bringing

people

and

organisations

together,

spreading knowledge and sharing best practice
• promoting the visibility of the Euro-Mediterranean
Partnership
• contribute in an effective manner to the social,
cultural and intellectual dimension of the Union
for the Mediterranean in cooperation with the UN
Alliance of Civilizations
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ALF National Networks with the number of members per country

Finla nd 61

independent

Sweden 54

A Network of Networks

Estonia 33

Governmental

Latvia 11
Denma rk 35

Lithua nia 7

United Kingdom 36
Poland 42

Net he rla nds 47
Irela nd 20

Germa ny 93

Cze ch Re public 26

Belgi um 71

Slovakia 25
A ustria 26
France 157

Hungary 32

Slovenia 34
Croatia

Monaco
It aly 231

Romani a 9

Bosnia He rze govina
Bulgari a 6

Montene gro
A lbania

Portuga l 22

Spai n 74

Turkey 48

Gree ce 80

Syri a 51

Cyprus 32
Tunisi a 16

Lebanon 63
Isra el 67

Morocco 64

Palestine 142
Jordan 31
A lgeria 37
Egypt 120

Ma urita nia

Union pour la Méditerranée

National Networks in Figures

A Network of Networks

The total number of members is more than 1927 but figures are based on
1441 as approximately 25 % of the members have not filled in an
application or did not specify their type of organisation
Number of members by types of structure
Individual person
45 – 3%

Local/ Regional authorities
42 – 3%

Private companies
65 – 4,5%

Public/ private non profit
foundations
167 – 11,5%

Non-governmental
organisation
720 - 49%
Public institutions
185 – 13%

Others 1
217 – 15%

Stat. Nov. 2008
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Others are those who do not f all under the categories set by the Foundation such as: budget ary institution; Third sector Company own by the Public institution;
Univ ersity; Not f or prof it company limited by guarant ee; société coopérativ e d’intérêt collectif ; community interest company

Number of Members by
their Fields of Activity
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Network Coordination and Development

A Network of Networks

Phase II (2009-2011)
Main Challenges of the Foundation in Phase II:
• Consolidating existing National Networks and implanting
them in the new countries of the Euro-Med Partnership
• Improving accountability and effectiveness of members
• Mobilizing members in intercultural actions in line with the
Foundation’s programme
• Promoting exchanges among the members working on
similar or complementary fields
Key Steps to Meet these Challenges:
• Strategic Development, Support and Mobilisation
• Network Services
• Convoking the first Etats Généraux of the networks in 2010

Network Coordination and Development

A Network of Networks

Phase II (2009-2011)
During the next three years the Anna Lindh
Foundation will focus its action, and most of its
activities on the following fields:

• Ideas and Ideologies
• Education
• Cultural Production
• Media
• Religion, Spirituality and Values
• Cities and diversity

Network Coordination and Development

A Network of Networks

Phase II (2009-2011)
The strategic fields correspond to the Foundation’s core
mission:

developing the social, human and cultural
dimension of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership.
They represent the principal areas in which the cultural and
ideological debate is taking place throughout the
Mediterranean region
areas where a battle of ideas is being fought between those
who advocate the need to build a common space, based on
shared values, and those who use cultural and religious
diversity to install an apology of the Clash of Civilisations, of
populism and hatred.
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Network Coordination and Development

A Network of Networks

Phase II (2009-2011)
The Foundation is developing its Programme through:
• A Flagship Project for each one of the strategic fields,
coordinated directly by the Headquarters, in
collaboration with National Networks and other partners.
• Other activities, which must be consistent with the
identified strategic fields.
• Calls for Proposals, delivering grants to annual
projects or triennial programme of actions.

Network Coordination and Development

A Network of Networks

Phase II (2009-2011)
Fields and flagship projects
(still under development for concrete actions)
Ideas and Ideologies : “Euromed Agora”
in a permanent platform of debate, exchange of views and recommendations
Education : Project on Intercultural Education
Cultural Production: mobility of artists and translation of European and
Arab literature
Media: a cultural channel in the Mediterranean region
Religion, Spirituality and Values: Project on Common Values
Cities and Diversity: Café Salam
Members can propose ideas/ projects. Projects need to
- be in cooperation with other international partners (foundations, networks,
institutions)
- be long-term, sustainable and strategic

Network Coordination and Development

A Network of Networks

Phase II (2009-2011)
OBSERVATORY ON INTERCULTURAL TRENDS
to analyse and better understand the trends of
mutual perceptions in the region
- Observing over and Registering the long-term trends related to
coexistence among groups from different cultural backgrounds in the region
- Analyzing and Explaining the data collected and the main findings, thanks
to the expertise of individual experts or research institutes and the
knowledge of actors engaged, and stimulating scientific and social debates
on the observed phenomena.
- Recommending and Guiding, acting as an advocate for the voice of
citizens in the region and providing specialist recommendations to policymakers and opinion leaders as well as guidelines for large-scale initiatives
and action of the Foundation’s
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